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l if e st yle

He shot onto the world stage after winning a glitter-
ing international fashion prize previously given to
design icons Yves Saint Laurent and Karl Lagerfeld.

Yet India’s Suket Dhir-hailed by Vogue as a potential “global
fashion superstar in the making”-is uneasy about the sud-
den attention that has come with winning the
International Woolmark Prize for menswear this year. “I nev-
er thought of myself as a top designer, more of a glorified
tailor,” Dhir told AFP at his small, busy design studio in the
backblocks of New Delhi.

Dhir is now in a race against time to deliver his award-
winning collection to prominent department stores in New
York, Paris, Tokyo, Seoul and Sydney from next month-as
well as around $75,000 in prizemoney to build up his busi-
ness, he also gets to provide a capsule collection for key
retailers worldwide.  The 37-year-old faces challenges
unique to India in preparing the collection of contempo-
rary Western menswear with an Indian twist. Dhir uses tra-
ditional weavers located close to the villages that they
come from, along with dyers and block printers from all
over the vast country to make his clothes. 

But the artisans are not used to working with the
wool that is required for the collection and which can
change shape in India’s blistering heat and humid mon-
soons. “This was my first experience weaving with such
difficult fabric on such a tight deadline. These designs
were one-off pieces and (now) I’m reproducing this col-
lection for five or six stores,” he said. “We’ve successfully

managed to do that (although) we are a little behind
schedule.” 

The judges of the prize, awarded in January, noted
Dhir’s attention to detail in his collection of tailored jackets,
shirts and loose pants which were inspired by his child-
hood spent with his grandfather in Punjab state.  The lin-
ings of his jackets are block-printed with small motifs such
as umbrellas, and the buttons on his shirts are sewn on
with different types of thread. Dhir said his clothes, some of
which are mixed with silk and use the traditional ikat tech-
nique-hand-tied and dyed yarn-to pattern textiles, are
meant to be worn every day.

‘Don’t do bling’ 
“When I think of my grandfather, I think of these beauti-

ful jackets and blazers that you could pass on from one
generation to the next,” the father-of-one said. “I can’t do
anything blingy,” he added. Indian menswear often
involves garish outfits such as heavily embroidered jackets
and bright silk kurtas or long shirts.  Leading fashion jour-
nalist and author Shefalee Vasudev hailed Dhir as one of an
increasing number of Indian designers making subtle, con-
temporary clothes.

“His fashion is meaningful. It’s not screaming for atten-
tion. It’s not saying ‘look at me, I’m so great’ and that’s
refreshing in Indian fashion,” said Vasudev. She said the
coming months would be critical for Dhir-and will deter-
mine whether he can become one of only a small number

of Indians sought after in international stores. “More than a
handful are stocked but only a handful have been noticed
and get consistent business,” she said of Indian designers.

“It’s a very significant prize because the door has been
knocked down for you. (But) You need to be able to man-
age your quality, your numbers, your deliveries,” Vasudev
added. She pointed to the international success of Indian
designer Rahul Mishra, who won the same prize for wom-
enswear in 2014, as an example of what was possible. On
the road to becoming a recognized designer, Dhir worked
in a call center and sold mobile phones and also spent sev-
eral unsuccessful years in college, infuriating his family. 

“I was clueless about what to do with my life,” he said.
He then enrolled at the National Institute of Fashion
Technology in Delhi before starting his own label in 2010.
Dhir said the first few years were rocky financially, largely
because he refused to design outfits to cater for India’s lav-
ish annual wedding season, which many designers rely
upon for income. “I don’t do wedding gear and that’s
where the money is. But this acknowledgement, this
recognition (of winning the award) has happened because
I have stuck to my aesthetic,” said Dhir, the first Indian to
win the award for menswear. “We are breaking even at the
moment which is really good. I wish I had a swankier office
and a swankier car but we’ll get there.”—AFP  

Indian fashion designer Suket Dhir sits looking at his creations in his studio in
New Delhi. — AFP photos

An Indian tailor works in the studio factory unit of fashion designer Suket Dhir
in New Delhi.  

An Indian man pushes a garment rack in the studio of fashion designer Suket
Dhir in New Delhi.

Indian fashion designer Suket Dhir looks at one of his cre-
ation, as he holds a garment in his studio.

An Indian tailor works in the studio factory unit of fashion
designer Suket Dhir in New Delhi.

India’s prize-winning designer steadies for world stage

Milan fashion week kicked off yesterday with collec-
tions from Italian labels Grinko and Blugirl setting a
youth-orientated tone for six days of catwalk creativi-

ty. Blugirl, the sexy younger sister of designer Anna Molinari’s
main womenswear brand Blumarine, served up a typically
irreverent, mix-and-match collection on the opening morning.
Bohemian romanticism was to the fore in the form of 70s-style
off-the-shoulder tops with puffball sleeves. 

But the look was hardened sometimes with biker boots
and sharp fringes helping to create a ‘rock chick’ edge, while a
military theme was balanced out by ultra-feminine, delicate
touches including frilly neckties. Next up were newcomers
Wunderkind, the youth-targeted branch of Germany’s Joop
which is one of three Milan debutants among the 71 catwalk
shows scheduled between now and Monday.

Paris-based couture star Giambattista Valli has shown his
own younger line, Giamba, in Milan before but Friday’s show
will be the first time it has been included in the official pro-
gram. The other newcomers are Chinese label Ricostru, the lat-
est up-and-coming talent to benefit from the patronage of
Giorgio Armani. They will display their 2017 Spring/Summer
collection on Monday at the Teatro Armani, which has been
entirely given over to young designers in a move that has
been branded something of a gamble.

Armani himself usually presents his main collection on the
final day of Milan, thereby helping to delay the departure of
hundreds of buyers and media for the next leg of the global
fashion circuit, in Paris. This year however the veteran designer
is showing his main line on Friday and his Emporio Armani
collection in Paris, generating fears the whole circus will
decamp to the French capital on Sunday evening, after Dolce
and Gabbana’s afternoon show. Carlo Capasa, the head of
Italy’s Chamber of Fashion, defended the decision. “I have a
very high regard for young designers and I think it is right that
we have a day just for them: the day of the future,” he told
reporters.

Gender-bending 
Alessandro Michele’s latest offering for Gucci was set to be

the highlight of an opening day on which Alberta Ferretti,
Roberto Cavalli and Philipp Plein are also showing. The future

of fashion’s system of twice-yearly menswear and wom-
enswear shows is up in the air because of trends towards uni-
sex collections and clothes being made available to buy
immediately, rather than four months after the catwalk show.

For Milan that could have significant consequences. “The
indirect benefits to the city of the last fashion week in
September were estimated at 48 million euros,” said deputy
mayor Cristina Tajani, who said the industry could do more to
help its host city. “We have done our bit by putting some of
the city’s symbolic venues at the disposal of young designers
for their shows,” she said, urging fashion houses to get
involved in organizing events that are accessible to the gener-
al public rather than just fashion insiders.

Capasa said his organization was already doing that. “We
are putting a lot of emphasis on the special events that will
take place in the city in parallel with the shows,” he said. One
event that will be strictly invitation only will be Bottega
Veneta’s show in Milan’s Academy of Fine Art. For the first time
in its history, the couture house will show its menswear and
womenswear collections together amid the artworks to cele-
brate its 50th anniversary and designer Tomas Maier’s 15 years
as its artistic director. Gucci, whose look has taken a gender-
bending turn under Michele, has already announced it will
show its men and women’s collections together from
September 2017, as has Antonio Marras. — AFP

Youth to the fore as 
Milan fashion week opens

Models present creations for fashion house Blugirl as part of the 2017 Women’s Spring / Summer collections shows at Milan Fashion Week yesterday in Milan. — AFP photos


